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FREE Spectral Analysis Plugins For Your Mixing Arsenal!

https://www.samplescience.ca/2020/08/pianotone-600.html


Hello and welcome to the 9th issue of the Plugin Deals
Magazine! 

August is here and so is the summer holiday :) Time sure
flies fast! Enjoy your free time, relax and do the things
you love.

As usual, we bring you the latest plugin news and deals
so you can make great music.

This month we happily celebrate 4 years since we
launched our Twitter account and 12K Twitter followers -
that's a really nice number, a big thank you to you all :)

Have a creative August, dear friends!
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SampleScience Pianotone 600

Pianotone 600 is a plugin based on the analog piano
sound of a 1970s electronic keyboard, the Jen Pianotone

600. VOX did their own version of the Pianotone 600.
The original instrument doesn't have touch sensitivity,

and because of this, Pianotone 600 comes with two
modes: original and amplitude velocity. 

Features:10 MB of samples (16-bit, 44.1kHz mono Wav
files); Multi-LFORoom reverbHighpass/Lowpass filter;
Amplitude range controls; 3 voice modes: polyphonic,
monophonic, and legato; Available as a VST/VST3/AU

plugin for Windows and macOS High Sierra/Mojave; Not
compatible with macOS Catalina and up.

Download

 > Free

https://www.samplescience.ca/2020/08/pianotone-600.html


A library of 1500 one-shots
3 fully playable instruments

An inspiring array of loops and FX
CPU Efficient Dual Engine Playability

And so much more

Loaded with an expansive range of unique sounds and
textures to meet the demands of today’s most forward-
thinking film, tv, trailer, and game composers, Density

gives you the distinctive edge necessary to set you apart.
Save 33% off this unique Kontakt Instrument for a

limited time only. Ends August 31, 2020.

From attention-getting Braams, violent Booms and Hits,
to otherworldly pads, drones, and gritty FX, Density is

certain to send a shiver down anyone’s spine.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/55-Kontakt-Instrument/6655-Density?a_aid=584befef89914


Quiet Music Serenity Ambient
VST Plugin

Serenity is a free VST | VST3 | AU Instrument for
Windows and Mac 32 | 64 bit. Serenity is built on 10
different layers of sound to create a perfect relaxing
environment, 4 layers of pad sounds and textures

created with the Deepmind analog synthesizer, and 6
layers of high-quality sound from various field

recordings we made in the last few months, the original
samples were recorded at 24 bit 96khz. Each sound has
an assignable output to process the sounds separately

in your DAW.Note: To sequence the field recordings you
can use notes C-1 to F-1 in the Piano roll.

Download

 > Free

https://quietmusic.eu/serenity


VocALign is the world's #1 audio alignment plugin. Save
up to 50% off the entire VocALign range, including

upgrades and crossgrades. Ends September 9, 2020.

VocALign Project 3 is the basic version of Syncro Arts'
industry-standard audio alignment program which

tightly aligns one audio signal to another in seconds.
There's no longer need to manually align your audio,

VocALign will save you hours of studio time so you can
focus on what's important, being creative and hitting

deadlines.

VocALign Pro 4 is the most advanced version of the
legendary VocALign program, providing instant tight

alignment of one audio signal to another. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6910?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


SC-808 Drum Machine By
Yoshinosuke Horiuchi

Yoshinosuke Horiuchi has released SC-808, a freeware
808 drum machine emulation powered by the

SuperCollider audio coding platform. 

Features: Running on SuperCollider; Support DAW
connectivity; MIDI -  all sounds are controlled by MIDI
and Control Change (and GUI); Modify and Customize

ALL Easily; Support the Live Coding Performance; Cross-
Platform - macOS, Windows, and Linux

Download

 > Free

https://www.patreon.com/posts/sc-808-available-40121526


Powered by AI, smart:reverb is a reverb that truly fits
the uniqueness of every creation. Buy now for only €89 /

$89. Ends September 1, 2020.

With just one click, smart:reverb analyzes the source
material quickly to create every reverb from scratch. By
custom-fitting the reverb to the spectral and temporal

characteristics of the input signal, typical problems such
as disturbing resonances or muddy reverb tails are

avoided from the very beginning. smart:reverb creates
reverb based on the source signal rather than working

with presets or pre-recorded impulse responses. To find
the reverb style you envision, browse through its reverb
matrix, in which all possibilities fit to your input signal. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/17-Reverb/6664-smart-reverb?a_aid=584befef89914


Keep your levels in check with the BUTE Loudness
Analyser from Signum Audio. Save up to 50% off with

prices from £34.95 / $39, exclusively at Plugin Boutique.
Ends September 1, 2020.

As loudness standards are being adopted on more and
more broadcasting and streaming platforms, loudness

meters have become an invaluable tool for serious
audio producers - whether you are producing for

broadcast, music, gaming, podcasts or film. Meeting
loudness standards ensures your audio is optimised for

streaming and broadcasting, thus retaining the
dynamics of your audio. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6914?a_aid=584befef89914


ShimmerVerb combines a massively lustrous reverb
with parallel pitch shifters to make any audio 'shimmer'.

Buy now for only €39 / $39! Ends September 9, 2020.

Oftentimes, producers would achieve the effect by using
Eventide pitch-shifting hardware such as the H910,

H949, or H3000 or other rack mount units in
combination with a reverb. This production technique

was popularized by Daniel Lanois and Brian Eno on U2's
The Unforgettable Fire. 

Now, this iconic sound has been refined and extended
with a modern, unified interface that is great for adding
dreamy ambiance to guitars, keys, synths, samples, and

vocals.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/17-Reverb/6656-ShimmerVerb?a_aid=584befef89914


https://sounds.loopcloud.com/?a_aid=584befef89914


 
MPowerSynth is an extremely versatile synthesizer

featuring some of the best sounding oscillators on the
market, the most advanced distorting filters and a
unique modular effects engine. Get it now for only
£69.95 / $89 exclusively at Plugin Boutique. Ends

September 1, 2020.

MPowerSynth comes with over 1500 community
designed presets, post-processed to get the highest

possible quality. Each preset features at least 4 macro
controls, automatically assigned to standard MIDI

controllers such as modulation wheel or expression
pedal. This means unexhaustible set of leads, pads,

basses, effects and much more... 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/4-Synth/1296-MPowerSynth?a_aid=584befef89914


FabFilter Pro-Q3

Get the industry standard EQ 
for only $179!

https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59


Introducing Parallel Aggressor, the ultimate parallel
compressor designed to give you the maximum sonic

impact with the lowest possible track count. Save up to
40% off and buy now for only £23.95 / $29. Ends

September 1, 2020.

Parallel processing plays a fundamental part in getting a
“big” mix sound. By processing multiple copies of the
same track and blending them together, you can add
more punch to a mix — in a more natural-sounding

way.It's like teamwork: Multiple copies of the same track
- each focused on doing one specific job - can achieve
more together than a single copy being processed to

death on its own.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/8-Compressor/6639-Parallel-Aggressor?a_aid=584befef89914


https://audioplugin.deals/60-off-pad-motion-3-0-by-sample-fuel/ref/61/


SPAN is a free real-time “fast Fourier transform” audio
spectrum analyzer AAX, AudioUnit and VST plugin for
professional sound and music production applications.

Applications: 
Fast Fourier transform spectrum analyzerStereo, mid-
side, surround spectrum analyzerStereo correlation
meterEBU R128, K-system meterRMS, true peak level
and clipping detector

 > Free Spectral Analysis Plugins

https://www.voxengo.com/product/span/

https://www.voxengo.com/product/span/
https://www.voxengo.com/product/span/


MAnalyzer  is an advanced spectral  analyzer and
sonogram  containing unique features such as
smoothing, normalization, super-resolution, prefiltering
and deharmonization. The included meters provide a
peak meter and EBU R128 and ITU-R BS 1770-3
compliant loudness meter.

https://www.meldaproduction.com/MAnalyzer

Blue Cat's FreqAnalyst is a free spectrum analyzer plug-
in that lets you monitor the spectral content of your
audio signal in real time.

https://www.bluecataudio.com/Products/Product_Fr
eqAnalyst/

https://www.meldaproduction.com/MAnalyzer
https://www.bluecataudio.com/Products/Product_FreqAnalyst/
https://www.meldaproduction.com/MAnalyzer
https://www.bluecataudio.com/Products/Product_FreqAnalyst/


sonible releases smart:reverb -
AI Powered Reverb Plug-in

sonible has announced the release of smart:reverb, the
latest addition to sonible's collection of A.I. powered
tools for music production. With just one click,
smart:reverb analyzes the source material quickly to
create every reverb from scratch. By custom-fitting the
reverb to the spectral and temporal characteristics of
the input signal, typical problems such as disturbing
resonances or muddy reverb tails are avoided from the
very beginning.

Introductory Offer: € 89,- instead of € 129,- until
September 10, 2020.

 > News

https://www.sonible.com/smartreverb/


discoDSP updates OB-Xd 
 Oberheim based synthesizer to

v2.0

discoDSP  has updated their  OB-Xd Oberheim  based
synthesizer to version 2.0.

What's new: 7x faster GUI controls.Linux build;
Standalone app; Signed and notarized installers;
Updated JUCE framework to 5.4.7 for better stability and
compatibility; Updated Banks with 2.0 compatibility;
Ilkka Rosma Dark Theme; macOS Catalina support; MIDI
CC Learn; MIDI CC support; Parameter refactor; XML
based skinning; HiDPI (Retina) ready GUI themes.

 > News

https://www.discodsp.com/obxd/


2B Played Music releases 2B
Delayed for Windows and

macOS

2B Played Music  has released  2B Delayed, a Stereo
Delay with extensive options, for macOS and Windows. 
Price: €7,99.

 > News

https://2bplayed.com/product/2b-delayed/


reTune is a cross-platform plug-in for real-time multi-
pitch modifications. Transform your input audio from

any input key to any output key (e.g. from C major to C#
minor). Save 45% off and buy now for only £73.95 / $89!

Ends September 1, 2020.

reTune gives you full access to the pitch content of your
audio samples and enables you to map each input pitch
to any other pitch of the chromatic scale – all in realtime.

This allows you to re-tune your audio to any target key
(e.g. from D major to C# minor), or to use it as a creative

tool to modify the pitch content in any way you like. If
you are unsure about the key of your input audio, you

can let reTune estimate the key for you.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/35-Pitch-Shifter/4186-reTune?a_aid=584befef89914


https://vstbuzz.com/deals/82-off-master-solo-woodwinds-bundle-by-auddict?ref=73


 > Deal

Own PhoenixVerb or Excalibur? 

Upgrade to the powerful R4 for only £26 / $29!
Exclusively at Plugin Boutique. Ends September 1, 2020.

R4 delivers the historic warmth of time-tested reverb
hardware units with expanded creative control. Add

personality and depth to your music with reverb
designed to color your mixes without compromising

clarity. For less traditional projects, use creative effects
like Warp and Freeze to mangle your reflections beyond
recognition and create twisted time effects to take your

audience by surprise.

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/17-Reverb/6648-R4-Upgrade-from-PhoenixVerb-or-Excalibur?a_aid=584befef89914


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


 > Mixing tips



https://sonaar.io/wordpress-themes/?ref=54


Turn your favourite synths into vocoders with Multiplex
Vocoder 2. Save 60% off for a limited only, exclusively at

Plugin Boutique. Ends September 1, 2020.

Have You Ever Dreamed To Transform Your Favourite
Synthesisers Into Vocoders?

Multiplex Vocoder is a standalone software developed
for music production, live sets and audio post-

production. The software features four VST/AU vocoders
and one audio sample vocoder where you can load any
Virtual Instrument or audio file to be used as a vocoder

carrier signal.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/43-Vocoder/3292-Multiplex-Vocoder-2?a_aid=584befef89914


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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https://www.discodsp.com/

